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Staff Accountant – Vista, CA 
 
At Solatube International, Inc., we pride ourselves on manufacturing the world's #1 Tubular 
Daylighting Device. Our ability to accomplish this goal is based primarily on the people we 
hire. We look for adaptable, self-motivated, passionate, creative team players. If this 
sounds like you, why not bring your talents and skills to Solatube International?  
 
We are searching for a talented Staff Accountant that will work out of our corporate office 
in Vista, CA. This is an excellent opportunity for a motivated individual who consistently 
seeks personal challenges and professional rewards. Solatube International, Inc. offers a 
unique environment that fosters individual growth and rewards performance. You'll be 
surrounded by people who are passionate about what they do. 
 
In this position, you will be responsible for reviewing general ledger accounts, processing 
journal entries, and performing analysis. You’ll also reconcile and post 
monthly/quarterly/yearly accruals and assist in producing accurate and timely financial 
statements. 

Requirements: 

 4 Year degree in Accounting 

 2 years of experience as Staff Accountant in a manufacturing environment 

 Experience performing month-end closing duties, meeting strict deadlines 

 Experience performing full cycle accounting for subsidiary (multiple businesses) 

 Experience with International consolidation and profit in ending inventory eliminations 

 Ensure the timeliness and accuracy of monthly close activities 

 Strong software and systems analysis experience - ERP systems (Syspro); Advanced 
MS Excel, and Crystal Reporting. 

 Experience in Sales Tax processing 

 Experience in Fixed Asset Accounting 
 
Benefits:  
We offer growth potential for motivated professionals, great compensation, and full 
benefits including matching 401k, bonuses based on individual performance, dental and 
medical insurance, pre-tax accounts for health care, paid time off, and paid company 
holidays.  
 
* Solatube International, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Employment contingent 
upon successful completion of background investigation. Drug-free work environment. 
Only candidates whose profiles closely match requirements will be contacted during this 
search. 


